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A member of the Vietcong, armed with a Kalashnikov gun,
on the move in a sampan boat. He carries all his belongings
on his back. Delta region, South Vietnam. 1973. © Abbas |
Magnum Photos

Abbas, the great photojournalist of our time and member of the Magnum Photos agency since
1981, left behind a unique testimony of the world when he passed away in 2018. From Biafra
to Bangladesh, Northern Ireland to Vietnam, the Middle-East to Cuba and South Africa to
Mexico, Abbas employed his camera and sensitive gaze in the coverage of numerous wars and
revolutions. Describing himself as "a historian of the present", he dedicated his career spanning
six decades to documenting societies in conflict and the major religions of the world.
« Vietnam, Forget ME Not », organized in collaboration with Association Abbas Photos,
presents for the first time in Europe an exhibition of photographs from the reportage Abbas
made in Vietnam from 1972 to 1975, and 30 years later, during his return in 2008. The force
and finesse of his work, and its aesthetic dimension extend well beyond historical and political
statements to reveal the talent and humanism of Abbas.
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« Vietnam »
Forget ME Not

"December 1972. We visit a refugee camp, located in a former US military base in Da Nang.
'Forget ME Not' is written clumsily on the door of a ramshackle hut… Forty five years later, I
tell myself that it is also time for me to write 'Forget ME Not' somewhere. I dive into my contact
sheets, thrilled to revive memories evoked by the strips of negatives, amazed to discover some
gems that didn’t capture my attention during the first edit in 1972."

When Abbas arrived in Vietnam in 1972, the country was at war. His elders – Robert Capa,
Larry Burrows and Gilles Caron – had already covered and immortalized some of the most
remarkable scenes of this over-mediatized war.
Abbas decided then to make a unique and singular reportage, by getting interested in all
competing sides: North Vietnam, the Vietcong-controlled territories and the US-backed South
Vietnam. His clear-eyed portraits of the cities, the people, and the confrontations offer a
thrilling testimony of this struggling country.
"Now I don’t just make stories about what’s happening. I’m making stories about my way of
seeing what’s happening. There’s a difference. I am interested in the world, sure, but also in
my vision of the world. The work comes together not when you shoot but when you sequence it.
I go to places, take photographs, cover all aspects of the problem, not just one side or the other,
not just South Vietnam but also North Vietnam, the Vietcong. I try to show my point of view
about it, not just follow events. I work out what I think about the place and hope that shows in
the work."
"It is when leaving Vietnam, in the air-conditioned plane, where even the voice of the air hostess
is sanitized, that I realized how attached I have become to this country, its anarchy and its
softness, to the war and impossible loves. I have goose bumps; I can hardly hold back my tears.
'Le mal jaune' has infected me too."

Deeply marked by Vietnam, Abbas went back there in 2008. He confronted his memories of
this new nation, henceforth opened to capitalism. The trip resulted in a new series of
photographs and several texts in which he tells his story as a photographer in this country that
touched him deeply.
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Abbas
Magnum photographer Abbas was born in
Iran in 1944 and died in Paris in 2018.
His career began in the 1970s with reportages
on wars and revolutions in Biafra,
Bangladesh, Northern Ireland, Vietnam, the
Middle East, Chile, Cuba, and South Africa
during apartheid.
From 1978 to 1980, Abbas photographed the
revolution in Iran and published his first book,
Iran, the Confiscated Revolution. His critical
view of his country’s history led to a
voluntary exile of 17 years. During this time,
he journeyed through Mexico, defining his
photographic aesthetic.
From 1987 to 1994, he focused on the
resurgence of Islam throughout the world.
Allah O Akbar: A Journey Through Militant
Islam spans 29 countries and four continents.
A later book, explores Christianity as a
political, ritual and spiritual phenomenon.

Abbas wears helmet and flack-jacket while covering the war.
South Vietnam. 1973. © Abbas | Magnum Photos

In 2000 Abbas' interest in religion led him to
begin a project on animism, through which he
sought to discover why non-rational ritual has
re-emerged in a world increasingly defined by
science and technology. He abandoned this
undertaking in 2002, to document the Islamic
world after 9/11.
From 2008 to 2010 Abbas travelled through
the world of Buddhism, photographing with
the same sceptical eye. In 2013 he concluded
a similar project on Hinduism, after which he
started working on Judaism around the world
until his death in 2018.
His work is a study of the clash of religions,
defined as culture rather than faith, which he
believed was turning into political ideologies
and therefore one of the sources of the
strategic struggles of the contemporary world.
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Association Abbas Photos
Association Abbas Photos has been created to
protect, preserve and promote Abbas’s rich
photographic oeuvre.
With full access to the photographer’s
complete personal archives including original
photographic prints, contact sheets, work
prints, writings, notebooks, correspondence,
contracts, publications, collateral (posters,
postcards, brochures, invitation cards), films
and videos, the Association continues to give
a voice to Abbas’s work through ongoing
cultural projects.
It is in a unique position to provide the
context of his work through documents that
retrace the history of a photograph, from its
creation to its publication and preservation.
While giving support to Magnum Photos
which continues to manage the distribution of
Abbas’s archival images.
abbasphotos.org
Among the Vietcong. Near My Tho. South Vietnam. 1973.
© Abbas | Magnum Photos
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Vietnam, Forget ME Not
Commemorating the first anniversary of
Abbas’s passing, this exhibition will be
presented in conjunction with his new book
Vietnam, Forget ME Not, scheduled for
publication on May 2, 2019 by Delpire
Editeur.
In Vietnam, Forget ME Not, Abbas gives us a
new vision of the reportage he realized in
Vietnam from 1972 to 1975 about all three
competing sides: the North, the Vietcongcontrolled territories and the US-backed
South.
Also covering the anti-war demonstrations in
Miami, the Non-Aligned Movement Summit
in Havana, and finally, his return to Vietnam
30 years later, the book not only features
poignant portraits of war and peace, it also
presents a personal story told by a legendary
photojournalist.
Paperback
ISBN: 9791095821182
240 pages
28,00 euros
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Copyright Free Images
The use of the images must be accompanied at all times by their corresponding captions and
copyright information: © Abbas / Magnum Photos








Images for use only in connection with direct publicity for the book and exhibition
Vietnam, Forget ME Not, published/managed by Delpire Editeur and Folia Gallery
available from April to June 2019. These images are for one time non-exclusive use
only and must not be electronically stored in an media asset retrieval database
Only the following four Magnum images can be used without licence fees for online
or inside print use only. Please contact Magnum Photos
salesparis@magnumphotos.com to use on any front covers.
Images must be credited and captioned as outlined by Magnum Photos;
Images must not be reproduced online at more than 1000 pixels without permission
from Magnum Photos;
Images must not be overlaid with text, cropped or altered in anyway without
permission from Magnum Photos;
This licence is applicable only for the period April to June 2019.

Early morning mist on a road being cleared from
mines. Kontum, South Vietnam. 1972.
© Abbas | Magnum Photos

A camp for refugees from the war. "Forget ME Not" is probably
written by an American serviceman. Da Nang, South Vietnam.
1973. © Abbas | Magnum Photos

A South Vietnamese Army soldier, taken prisoner by the
Vietcong (pro-Communist guerillas), is exhibited in a
village. Southern Delta region, Vietnam. 1973.
© Abbas | Magnum Photos

Photographer Abbas wears helmet and flack-jacket
while covering the war. South Vietnam. 1973.
© Abbas | Magnum Photos
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